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Amongst the myriads of applications of meditative practice, mindfulness meditation can be arguably the simple yet most evidence-based type of meditative method. This simple and age-old technique emphasizes upon cultivating in the practitioner a nonjudgmental awareness on a moment-to-moment basis. Mindfulness meditation was introduced to the American audience in the early 1990’s by Jon Kabat-Zinn, and beginning the early 2000s has seen an exponential growth trajectory that continues to this day. However, its rising popularity has given rise to considerable misinformation and misunderstanding as well. As far as the evidence base and utility in healthcare is concerned, one sees laxity with respect to three broad and related aspects, e.g. lack of optimal standardization, scarcity of customization of the methods in the personalized medicine format and relative lack of methodologically rigorous research1. Over the last decade there has been significant progress made in the latter two areas, thanks in a large part to neuroimaging and enhanced interdisciplinary collaborative efforts2.

Although there is a great amount of diversity/variation in mindfulness with respect to the type of techniques and practices, ironically enough, the mindfulness research on diversity with respect to the psychosocial variables is grossly lacking. These are important social determinants and may be linked to the acceptability, generalizability and the clinical outcomes of the mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) in healthcare. Thus, although substantial research supports mindfulness-related improvements in patient-reported mental and physical health3, it is clear that mindfulness research so far has over-represented the clientele from middle-to-upper class, Caucasian, and female gender4. As mindfully described by Van Dam et al. (2018)5, during the past two decades, mindfulness meditation has gone from being a fringe topic of scientific investigation to being an occasional replacement for psychotherapy, tool of corporate well-being, widely implemented educational practice, and key to building more resilient soldiers” We are still in the dark about the extent to which these results may generalize to a broader, more diverse population. Given the replication crisis in social science and medicine, alongside numerous methodological concerns including heterogeneity, sample over-representation, data on extant mindfulness studies including trait versus state mindfulness5, heuristically it is important to study mindfulness with respect to the important
psychosocial variables including those in the underrepresented groups, which has the potential to address some of the existing issues such as generalizability. Mindfulness research has traditionally focused on traditional health outcomes, such as blood pressure or stress levels but moving forward it needs to be diversified to include non-traditional areas, such as the relationship between mindfulness, minority-status discrimination, and mental health outcomes etc. Attempts such as these will potentially be able to tap into a neglected area in terms of bridging the quality gap in mindfulness in healthcare research by investigating the link between the social determinants of the applicability of the extant mindfulness methods.

Chin, Anyanso, and Greeson offer a narrative review in the new issue of the Cooper Rowan Medical Journal. The authors have synthesized the recent research that investigates the connection between mindfulness and health with respect to important socio-cultural parameters. Drawing from the 10-category ADDRESSING framework from the previously validated research, they have synthesized and highlighted the mindfulness research conducted on historically underrepresented groups as both a method to summarize what has been done and to point out knowledge gaps that can be addressed in future research. Of note, the ADDRESSING framework was introduced by Hays as a guide to help clinicians better identify and understand the relevant cultural identities of their clients. In this editorial, my intent is to review the article and summarize what we do and do not know, while emphasizing the socio-demographic, cultural and psychosocial parameters that may influence outcomes. I will also generalize as to the various mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs). My goals in doing so are to inform on these complex and often unstudied aspects of mindfulness so that they can be addressed in future research and hopefully pave the path for more replication and generalization of these age-old practices.

In the narrative review, using a rigorous search strategy, the authors have diligently highlighted the relationship between the impact of MBIs and many psychosocial determinants such as age, duration of practice (8-week vs 12-week practice formats), ethnicity, religion, socio-economic status, sexual orientation and developmental disability.

The authors point out the gap in knowledge as well as inconsistencies of research literature about relationship between participants’ age and applicability/efficacy of the MBIs. The relationship between the wellness promoting efficacy of MBIs in younger participants, particularly adolescents (n=132; \( \bar{x} \) age=13 years), is inconsistent with some studies finding no effects. This reinforces the ongoing need to identify, replicate, and disseminate MBI formats adapted to optimally engage and benefit this population. Interestingly, in older-age participants experiencing high levels of anxiety-related distress and subjective cognitive dysfunction (n=34), no differences in outcomes occurred between the traditional 8-week and the extended 12-week MBSR programs, suggesting that more training is not necessarily better in older adults.

In another study, the older adults demonstrated significantly greater subjective positive affect and trait....
mindfulness than younger participants. These authors went on to point out that the trait mindfulness mediated the relationship between age and the positive effects.

Based on the existing, albeit limited research, the authors point out that in people with developmental disabilities, such as autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and learning disorders, especially if they are high-functioning with mild to moderate impairments, MBIs may improve emotion regulation, problem behaviors, and quality of life (QoL). However, replicability and generalizability of these early findings are unclear and hence further studies are necessary to shed more light.

The authors also prudently recognize that there is a serious lack of diversity within mindfulness research with respect to religion and spirituality as the participants in most of the studies are predominantly Caucasian and Christian. Grounding mindfulness in participant’s religion or using it to enhance one’s spirituality can increase the scope and application of the mindfulness training especially with respect to spiritual development of the whole person, coping strategies, personal growth and stress reduction etc.\(^1\). Recently there are a growing number of studies examining the effects of trait mindfulness and MBIs in people of color, which as a trend should continue to ensure that mindfulness interventions benefit the historically underserved.

One population that has significant potential to benefit from is the sexual minority group or the LGBTQIA+ individuals. The few studies in this group almost exclusively focus upon white subjects, although people of color make up nearly 40% of the LGBTQIA+ population\(^{11}\). Thus, future research exploring the effects of mindfulness in sexual minorities needs to account for diversity within this population, through including more non-white sexual minorities and those within the spectrum that do not identify as gay or lesbian, such as asexual or bisexual individuals.

Training on MBIs can be costly with respect to money as well as time commitments and thus can prevent lower-income individuals from attending learning sessions. Several recent studies have explored MBIs in economically disadvantaged individuals, such as non-white, low-income, female participants\(^{12}\). Such research about MBIs in low-income individuals is promising, yet questions regarding the feasibility of standard MBIs in this population need to be explored further because effectiveness cannot be ascertained if barriers (e.g., substantial time commitment, lack of childcare, etc.) prevent many low-income individuals from participating in MBIs.

A scientific consensus is a complex process that requires a good amount of scientifically validated data amassed over a considerable amount of time and effort, with debate as well. Academic press offices, and
news media outlets — sometimes aided and abetted by researchers — have often over-interpreted initial tentative empirical results as if they were established facts. These critical considerations need to be incorporated constructively in the future development of best practices for conducting mindfulness research. Overall, mindfulness can reduce stress and improve mental health in diverse populations. However, fact remains that there are substantial knowledge gaps within the facets of diversity and multicultural samples and hence, moving forward, researchers should aim to fill the discussed gaps in research. Modifications of existing MBIs, when guided by members of the population that the researcher is seeking to study, can enhance cultural acceptability and applicability. Although mindfulness practice and research are primarily secular in the West, there is still room for research about the degree to which mindfulness is utilized as a secular versus spiritual practice and whether that results in differential health outcomes. Furthermore, web- and app-based mindfulness interventions are increasingly prevalent and utilized, though no rigorous testing of their effects has occurred. Future development, testing, and implementation of these feasible, accessible, culturally-sensitive MBIs, including those adapted for portable devices, such as mobile app delivery, and those geared towards distance delivery via tele-video formats, will be the next steps to further understand the potential health benefits of mindfulness across diverse, underrepresented, and medically underserved communities.
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